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Hurricane Season
Nicole Melleby

Summary
This debut novel—about taking risks and facing danger, about love and art, and
about growing up and coming out—will make its way straight into your heart.
Fig, a sixth grader, wants more than anything to see the world as her father does.
The once-renowned pianist, who hasn’t composed a song in years and has
unpredictable good and bad days, is something of a mystery to Fig. Though she’s a
science and math nerd, she tries taking an art class just to be closer to him, to
experience life the way an artist does. But then Fig’s dad shows up at school,
disoriented and desperately searching for Fig. Not only has the class not brought Fig
closer to understanding him, it has brought social services to their door.
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Diving into books about Van Gogh to understand the madness of artists, calling on
her best friend for advice, and turning to a new neighbor for support, Fig continues to
try everything she can think of to understand her father, to save him from himself,
and to find space in her life to discover who she is even as the walls are falling down
around her.
Nicole Melleby’s Hurricane Season is a stunning novel about a girl struggling to be a
kid as pressing adult concerns weigh on her. It’s also about taking risks and facing
danger, about love and art, and about coming of age and coming out. And more than
anything else, it is a story of the healing power of love—and the limits of that power.

Contributor Bio
Nicole Melleby is a born-and-bred Jersey girl with a passion for storytelling. She
studied creative writing at Fairleigh Dickinson University and currently teaches
composition and literature courses with a handful of local universities. When she’s not
writing, she can be found browsing the shelves at her local comic shop or watching
soap operas with a cup of tea.

Marketing Plans
Prepublication buzz campaign
ARC mailing to booksellers and educators
National print and online reviews and features
Select author appearances
Online promotion, social media campaign, and giveaways
Major librarian and educator promotion including author appearances at national
conferences
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The Oddmire, Book 1: Changeling
William Ritter

Summary
The first book in an action-packed fantasy adventure series featuring witches,
shape-shifters, and other creatures of fairytale and folklore, including two
brothers--one human and one a goblin changeling--on a life-changing quest
into the Oddmire.
Magic is fading from the Wild Wood. To renew it, goblins must perform an ancient
ritual involving the rarest of their kind--a newborn changeling. But when the fateful
night arrives to trade a human baby for a goblin one, something goes terribly wrong.
After laying the changeling in a human infant's crib, the goblin Kull is briefly
distracted from his task. By the time he turns back, the changeling has already
perfectly mimicked the human child. Too perfectly: Kull cannot tell them apart. Not
knowing which to bring back, he leaves both babies behind.
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Tinn and Cole are raised as human twins, neither knowing what secrets may be
buried deep inside one of them. Then when they are twelve years old, a mysterious
message arrives, calling the brothers to be heroes and protectors of magic. The boys
must leave behind their sleepy town of Endsborough and risk their lives in the Wild
Wood, crossing the perilous Oddmire swamp and journeying through the Deep Dark to
reach the goblin horde and discover who they truly are.
In The Oddmire, Book 1: Changeling, the bestselling author of the Jackaby series
brings to life a bold new adventure about monsters, magic, and mayhem.

Contributor Bio
William Ritter is an Oregon author and educator. He is the proud father of the two
bravest boys in the Wild Wood, and husband to the indomitable Queen of the Deep
Dark. This is his first book for middle-grade readers. Visit William Ritter online at
rwillritter.wordpress.com.

Quotes
Praise for the Jackaby series:
"Beautifully melds modern storytelling and classic fables . . . We honestly couldn't
put it down." -Nerdist.com (Jackaby)
"Fast-paced and full of intrigue." -EW.com (Beastly Bones)
"Energetic and entertainingly offbeat." -Kirkus Reviews (Ghostly Echoes)
"Offers a pointed and timely message about pluralism and the value of bridges over
barriers. A humorous, energetic, action-packed, and magical conclusion." -Kirkus
Reviews, starred review (The Dire King)

Marketing Plans
Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
Major ARC distribution with an exclusive letter on parchment paper
Promotion through early reader review programs
Author appearance at ABA Winter Institute
National consumer advertising
National print and online reviews and features
Extensive online promotion, social media campaign, and giveaways
Outreach to Fantasy sites and bloggers
Major librarian and educator promotion including appearances at national
conferences
Author essay and video
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In the Neighborhood of True
Susan Kaplan Carlton

Summary
A powerful story of love, loyalty, and the price of fitting in or speaking out.
After her father’s death, Ruth Robb and her family transplant themselves in the
summer of 1958 from New York City to Atlanta—the land of debutantes, sweet tea,
and the Ku Klux Klan. In her new hometown, Ruth quickly figures out she can be
Jewish or she can be popular, but she can’t be both. Eager to fit in with the blond
girls in the “pastel posse,” Ruth decides to hide her religion. Before she knows it, she
is falling for the handsome and charming Davis and sipping Cokes with him and his
friends at the all-white, all-Christian Club.
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Does it matter that Ruth’s mother makes her attend services at the local synagogue
every week? Not as long as nobody outside her family knows the truth. At temple
Ruth meets Max, who is serious and intense about the fight for social justice, and
now she is caught between two worlds, two religions, and two boys. But when a
violent hate crime brings the different parts of Ruth’s life into sharp conflict, she will
have to choose between all she’s come to love about her new life and standing up for
what she believes.
In the Neighborhood of True tells a story of love, loyalty, and the price of fitting in or
speaking out.

Contributor Bio
Susan Kaplan Carlton currently teaches writing at Boston University. The author of
Love & Haight and Lobsterland, her writing has also appeared in Self, Elle,
Mademoiselle, and Seventeen. She lived for a time with her family in Atlanta, where
her daughters learned the finer points of etiquette from a little pink book and the
power of social justice from their synagogue.

Quotes
Praise for Lobsterland and Love and Haight:
"Readers will revel in Charlotte's sharp, funny company."-The Bulletin of the Center
for Children's Books, starred review (Lobsterland)
"Carlton transports readers to a decade when abortion was becoming a more open, if
still only occasionally legal, possibility . . . This is an important book."
-Booklist (Love and Haight)
"A wholly realized setting and believable, rich, likable characters."
-Kirkus (Love and Haight)

Marketing Plans
Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
National consumer advertising campaign
Major ARC distribution
Select author appearances
National print and online reviews and features
Extensive online promotion, social media campaign, and giveaways
Book club outreach
Extensive librarian and educator promotion including author appearances at
national conferences
Downloadable discussion guide
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Bright Burning Stars
A.K. Small

Summary
“Bright Burning Stars is the compulsively readable story. I was breathless and
battling tears up until the very last stunning turns onstage and beyond. A
dazzling, heart-wrenching debut.” —Nova Ren Suma, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Walls Around Us
Best friends Marine Duval and Kate Sanders have trained at the Paris Opera Ballet
School since childhood, where they’ve formed an inseparable bond forged by
respective family tragedies and a fierce love for dance. When the body of a student is
found in the dorms just before the start of their final year, Marine and Kate begin to
ask themselves what they would do to win the ultimate prize: to be the one girl
selected to join the Opera’s prestigious corps de ballet. Would they die? Cheat?
Seduce the most talented boy in the school, dubbed the Demigod, hoping his magic
would make them shine, too? Neither girl is sure.
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But then Kate gets closer to the Demigod, even as Marine has begun to capture his
heart. And as selection day draws near, the competition—for the prize, for the
Demigod—becomes fiercer, and Marine and Kate realize they have everything to lose,
including each other.

304 Pages
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Young Adult Fiction / Performing
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In Bright Burning Stars, debut author A. K. Small pens a stunning, propulsive story
about girls at their physical and emotional extremes, the gutting power of first love,
and what it means to fight for your dreams.
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Contributor Bio
A.K. Small was born in Paris. At five years old, she began studying classical dance
with the legendary Max Bozzoni, then later with Daniel Franck and Monique Arabian at
the famous Académie Chaptal. At thirteen, she moved to the United States where she
danced with the Pacific Northwest Ballet for one summer in Seattle and with the
Richmond Ballet Student Company for several years. She's a graduate of the College
of William and Mary and has an MFA in fiction from Vermont College of Fine Arts.
When she's not writing, she spends time with her husband, her puppy, and her three
daughters, and practices yoga. Bright Burning Stars is her first novel.

Marketing Plans
Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
Major ARC distribution with letter from A.K. Small
Select author appearances
National print and online reviews and features
Extensive online promotion, social media campaign, and giveaways
Promotion through early reader review programs
Outreach to dance programs
Extensive librarian and educator promotion including author appearances at
national conferences
Downloadable discussion guide
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The Girl Who Drank the Moon (Winner of the 2017
Newbery Medal)
Kelly Barnhill

Summary
Winner of the 2017 Newbery Award
The New York Times Bestseller
An Entertainment Weekly Best Middle Grade Book of 2016
A New York Public Library Best Book of 2016
A Chicago Public Library Best Book of 2016
An Amazon Top 20 Best Book of 2016
A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2016
A School Library Journal Best Book of 2016
Named to Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of 2016
2017 Booklist Youth Editors’ Choice
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Every year, the people of the Protectorate leave a baby as an offering to the witch
who lives in the forest. They hope this sacrifice will keep her from terrorizing their
town. But the witch in the Forest, Xan, is kind. She shares her home with a wise
Swamp Monster and a Perfectly Tiny Dragon. Xan rescues the children and delivers
them to welcoming families on the other side of the forest, nourishing the babies with
starlight on the journey.
One year, Xan accidentally feeds a baby moonlight instead of starlight, filling the
ordinary child with extraordinary magic. Xan decides she must raise this girl, whom
she calls Luna, as her own. As Luna’s thirteenth birthday approaches, her magic
begins to emerge--with dangerous consequences. Meanwhile, a young man from the
Protectorate is determined to free his people by killing the witch. Deadly birds with
uncertain intentions flock nearby. A volcano, quiet for centuries, rumbles just beneath
the earth’s surface. And the woman with the Tiger’s heart is on the prowl . . .

Contributor Bio
Kelly Barnhill lives in Minnesota with her husband and three children. She is the
author of four novels, most recently The Girl Who Drank the Moon, winner of the
2017 John Newbery Medal for the year's most distinguished contribution to American
literature for children. She is also the winner of the World Fantasy Award, the Parents'
Choice Gold Award, and the Texas Library Association Bluebonnet Award, and has
been a finalist for the Minnesota Book Award, the NCTE Charlotte Huck Award, the
SFWA Andre Norton Award, and the PEN/USA literary prize. Visit her online at
kellybarnhill.wordpress.com or on Twitter: @kellybarnhill.

Quotes
"Impossible to put down . . . The Girl Who Drank the Moon is as exciting and layered
as classics like Peter Pan or TheWizard of Oz."
-The New York Times Book Review
"An expertly woven and enchanting offering."
-School Library Journal, starred review

Marketing Plans
Strict on-sale date: June 18, 2019
10-city author tour
Institutional announcement advertising
National trade and consumer advertising
6-copy counter display available: 9781616209780; $59.70; product #73978
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The Carmer and Grit, Book Two: The Crooked Castle
Carmer and Grit, Book Two
Sarah Jean Horwitz

Summary
Carmer and Grit investigate a mysteriously magical flying circus in the
follow-up to“a fun and frolicking middle grade adventure full of enough
fantasy, humor and heart to make giddy even the most finicky reader.”
(BookPage)
Shortly after saving the faeries of Skemantis, magician’s apprentice Felix Carmer III
and his faerie companion, Grit, head out to see the world. They soon come across a
mysteriously magical flying circus. As they get to know the outlandish world of Rinka
Tinka’s Roving Wonder Show, it becomes clear there's something not quite normal
about this circus or its inventor--and that recent airship disasters plaguing nearby
Driftside City may have a sinister explanation.
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Fans of Greenglass House and the Lockwood & Co. series will love the thrills and chills
of Carmer and Grit, Book 2: The Crooked Castle as it takes readers up in the air with
a flying circus, under the sea to the evil Unseelie kingdom, through a terrifying
magical snowstorm, and on a chase with the menacing Wild Hunt.

Contributor Bio
Sarah Jean Horwitz was raised in New Jersey, where her love of storytelling grew
from listening to her mother's original "fractured fairy tales." She lives in Boston. Find
her on Twitter, @sunshineJHwitz, or at sarahjeanhorwitz.com.

Quotes
“Sarah Jean Horwitz ups the quotient of magic, mystery, humor, and heart in this
riveting sequel to the well-loved series debut.”
—BookPage
“Even richer in detail and full of undersea and high-flying adventure and danger. Grit
and Carmer are recognizable from the previous story, but they continue to grow as
they make hard decisions and learn more about the world . . . a well-plotted, magical
adventure.”
—School Library Journal
“A rollicking fantasy ride. Grit, Carmer, and Bell are appealing characters who almost
meet their match in the evil counterparts here; but, in the end, justice prevails. Fans
of The Wingsnatchers will not be disappointed.”
—VOYA Magazine
“I would recommend this book if you like a good mysterious fairytale adventure.”
—KidsBookBuzz.com

Marketing Plans
Local author appearances, including school visit
Book club outreach
Social media campaign
Featured title at school and library conferences
Institutional advertising
Downloadable author Q&A, Faerie Lore, and more
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A Possibility of Whales
Karen Rivers

Summary
The story of a girl who learns the true meaning of family—thanks to her best
friends near and far, a loving and quirky single dad, and an unexpected
encounter with a whale.
Twelve-year-old Natalia Rose Baleine Gallagher loves possibilities: the possibility that
she’ll see whales on the beach near her new home, that the boy she just met will be
her new best friend, that the photographers chasing her actor father won’t force Nat
and her dad to move again. Most of all, Nat dreams of the possibility that her faraway
mother misses and loves Nat—and is waiting for Nat to find her.
The thing is, Nat doesn’t even know who her mother is. She left Nat as a baby, and
Nat’s dad refuses to talk about it. Nat knows she shouldn’t need a mom, but she still
feels like something is missing.
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In this heartfelt story about family, friendship, and growing up, Nat’s questions lead
her on a journey of self-discovery that will change her life forever.

Contributor Bio
Karen Rivers's books have been nominated for a wide range of literary awards and
have been published in multiple languages. When she's not writing, reading, or
visiting schools, she can usually be found hiking in the forest that flourishes behind
her tiny old house in Victoria, British Columbia, where she lives with her two kids, two
dogs, and two birds. Find her online at karenrivers.com and on Twitter: @karenrivers.

Quotes
“A remarkable novel . . . Nat’s witty and vulnerable voice drives the novel, from her
wry observations about contemporary celebrity culture to the thoughtful collection of
untranslatable words that help define her world. The chapters that center Harry’s
perspective are just as strong, emphasizing his desire to be seen and understood, not
as an abstract exemplar of a transgender child but as an individual. The novel avoids
offering simple solutions for questions of identity and adolescence, instead reveling in
life’s nuance and complexity. Perfect for fans of Raymie Nightingale and Counting by
Sevens, Rivers’ latest work brings an improbable combination of elements together in
an unforgettable story that is quirky and wise.”
—School Library Journal
“Charming and sweet as it explores personal identity, life changes, love, and, of
course, whales . . . Nat’s story of self-discovery is sure to inspire anyone searching
for their place in the world.”
—Foreword Reviews
“A coming-of-age story that’s both relatable and moving . . . [Rivers] strikes the
perfect tone of innocence, confusion and a touch of obstinance with Natalia, as she
wades into the wild world of growing up . . . a bright, optimistic book that touches on
growing up, celebrity visibility, transgender topics and more — refreshingly, and
without being too weighed down with any insurmountably sombre notes.”
—Vancouver Sun

Marketing Plans
Local author appearances
Book club outreach
Social media campaign
Extensive school outreach
Featured title at school and library conferences
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Tell Me No Lies
Adele Griffin

Summary
Everyone’s hiding something.
Lizzy Swift is a senior in high school, shyly emerging from her nerd chrysalis to take
her first gamble on the Argyll social scene. She braves a relationship with her
longtime crush, Matt Ashley, and befriends the reckless, enigmatic senior transfer,
Claire Reynolds, who introduces Lizzy to downtown Philadelphia—its clubs, street life,
and vibrant art scene. Soon art and passion take priority over homework, after-school
jobs, and her longstanding Ivy League ambitions.
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But almost as quickly, these delights and distractions are clouded by suspicions and
doubts. Sometimes Lizzy feels that she and Matt are soul mates; other times it seems
he’s holding back from her. Claire can be moody, and while she confesses bits and
pieces of a breakup so heart-wrenching she changed schools, she won’t tell Lizzy the
whole story. Lizzy wants Claire to confide in her, even as she keeps her own secrets
from her new best friend. When startling revelations inevitably come to light, they
just might shatter these delicate bonds of love and passion, friendship and loyalty.
Adele Griffin’s heart-racing novel takes readers on a journey through the thrill of
rebellion and the complications of first love.

Contributor Bio
Adele Griffin is the acclaimed author of Tell Me No Lies and Be True to Me, as well
as Sons of Liberty and Where I Want to Be, both finalists for the National Book
Award. She lives with her husband and children in Brooklyn, New York. You can find
her online at adelegriffin.com or on Twitter: @adelegriffin.

Quotes
“What’s most refreshing about Tell Me No Lies is its 80s Philly setting. Missing from
the narrative are social media snafus; instead, three teens long to create genuine
personal relationships . . . Soon hell breaks loose when secrets are kept and lies are
told. This is not the 80's of John Hughes movies.”
—W Magazine
“In a story containing as many secrets as main characters, Griffin delivers a universal
message about openness and honesty.”
—Publishers Weekly
“A contemplatively paced coming-of-age story . . . while fans of Stranger Things are
likely to appreciate the 1980s cultural references, themes of being true to yourself
and honest with your friends are timeless.”
—Booklist

Marketing Plans
Local and book festival appearances
Book club outreach
National print and online reviews and features
Extensive online promotion & social media campaign, including giveaways
Reading group promotions

